Cookies Policy
When visiting our website at www.winnergymedical.co.th, some information regarding to your visit
will be automatically kept by Cookies. This policy will describe what they are, how they work, for
which reasons and even how to manage Cookies for your privacy. By using our website, you are
agreeing that we can use cookies in line with this policy.
What are Cookies ?
Cookies are small piece of files containing information which being able to store on your computer
and/or device (tablets, smartphones and etc.) by your web browser while you are visiting our
website. In general, cookies do not harm your computer and/or device. However, Cookies shall
be store your browsing action on our website visits.
How we use Cookies ?
We use Cookies when you are visiting our website via computer and/or device. We can describe
our Cookies categories used as follows:
Type of Cookies
Description
Strictly Necessary Cookies These Cookies are necessary to the
website operation process and its
function properly with security.
Also, allowing you to access the
website. Without this type of
Cookie, our website unable to run
properly. You cannot disable these
type of Cookies via our website
system.

Example
- cookie_persistance
- intro_banner
- blazecms_session
- XSRF-TOKEN
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Type of Cookies
Analytic Cookies

Description
Example
These Cookies shall be record user - Google Analytics
behavior to help us measure, - Webstats
analyze, improve, and develop our
website to enhance a better
experience during your journey of
surfing our website. If you are deny
to use these type of Cookies, we
are unable to measure, analyze
and improve our website.

How to manage Cookies ?
You can manage your Cookies setting by erased or blocked Cookies from your web browser.
Please visit the link below to learn how to perform
Chrome
Firefox
Internet Explorer
Microsoft Edge
Safari
Safari for ios
Chrome for android
Chrome for ios
If you disable Cookies setting, its shall effect the consistency of experience during your surfing
our website.
Cookies Policy updated
This policy may be updated to properly comply with upcoming rules and regulations from time to
time.
Latest updated September 2020

